
Eric Metaxas Show
2nd Quarter Topics, 2023

WFIA AM/FM 2PM - 3PM 

Friday, June 30, 2023 
Hour 1

Jarret LeMaster from the Babylon Bee joins the show.

Hour 2

Victoria Jackson Returns to the Show

Thursday, June 29, 2023
Hour 1
James Kuntsler

Hour 2
Ruth Graham

Wednesday, June 28, 2023
Hour 1

Big Bad John Zmirak is back to talk about his newest article The Brew: Pride Marchers Boast 
‘We’re Coming for Your Children.’ And the FBI Is Coming for You

Hour 2

Eric is joined by Alexandra DeSanctis to discuss her book Tearing Us Apart: How Abortion 
Harms Everything and Solves Nothing

Tuesday, June 27, 2023
Hour 1

Kari Lake is in the studio with her new book "Unafraid".

Hour 2

Kari Lake continues the conversation with Eric about her new book "Unafraid".

Monday, June 26, 2023
Hour 1



Eric is joined by Dr. Robert Pacienza to talk about the overturne of Roe versus Wade 1 year 
later

Hour 2

Kevin McCullough joins Eric to discuss pride month

Friday, June 23, 2023 
Hour 1

Terminus Media CEO Mark Stancil on Christian Graphic Novels That Rock

Hour 2

Chris Reed of MorningStar Ministries talks about recent prophecies -- and prophecies fulfilled -
with ideas found in his new book, "The Seven Spirits of God," and previews an upcoming 
conference.

Thursday, June 22, 2023 
Hour 1

John Zmirak of Stream.org on how "The Life of Brian" explains progressive Christianity

Hour 2

John Zmirak of Stream.org on how "The Life of Brian" explains progressive Christianity

Wednesday, June 21, 2023
Hour 1

George Franklin Gilder is an American investor, author, economist, and co-founder of the 
Discovery Institute shares his latest book: Life after Capitalism: The Meaning of Wealth, the 
Future of the Economy, and the Time Theory of Money.

Hour 2

George Franklin Gilder is an American investor, author, economist, and co-founder of the 
Discovery Institute shares his latest book: Life after Capitalism: The Meaning of Wealth, the 
Future of the Economy, and the Time Theory of Money.

Tuesday, June 20, 2023
Hour 1



Jason Jones discusses his article at Stream.org "Ukraine, Don’t Surrender to Putin OR to the 
LGBTQMYNAMEISLEGION Machine".

Hour 2

Peachy Keenan shares her book "Domestic Extremist: A Practical Guide to Winning the Culture 
War"

Monday, June 19, 2023
Hour 1

Eric shares about his weekend at a family wedding and Father's Day with his 96-year-old dad. 
Larry Taunton returns to discuss the Andrew Tate phenomenon and the masculinity crisis.

Hour 2

Ken Fish is in the studio to share "signs and wonders" pointing to God's hand in people's lives 
with his brand-new book, "On the Road with the Holy Spirit." (Encore)

Friday, June 16, 2023 
Hour 1

John Zmirak of Stream.org weighs in on the implosion of Fox News and the expulsion of Tucker 
Carlson

Hour 2

Larry Taunton returns to the show to discuss the popularity of Andrew Tate and the crisis of 
manhood.

Thursday, June 15, 2023 
Hour 1

John Zmirak of Stream.org hands out his newly created "Millstone Awards".

Hour 2

Eric answers the latest listener questions and welcomes back the CEO of Moink, Lucinda 
Cramsey.

Wednesday, June 14, 2023
Hour 1



Chris Reed of MorningStar Ministries talks about recent prophecies -- and prophecies fulfilled -
with ideas found in his new book, "The Seven Spirits of God," and previews an upcoming 
conference.

Hour 2

Thomas Baker gets us caught up on the behind-the-scenes of our out-of-control alphabet 
agencies with his book, "The Fall of the FBI: How a Once Great Agency Became a Threat to 
Democracy."

Tuesday, June 13, 2023
Hour 1

Kevin McCullough of "That Kevin Show" weighs in on President Trump's indictment and the 
aftermath -- just how bad can in get, not just for the 2024 election but for America's future?

Hour 2

Michael Wilkerson, author of "Why America Matters," returns to the studio to comment on hyper-
inflation, cryptocurrency, and the national debt -- should we fear what's ahead?

Monday, June 12, 2023
Hour 1

James Ward, pastor of Insight Church and author of "Zero Victim," looks at Rev. King's "dream" 
and how a true "vision" can lift this country out of victimhood.

Hour 2

Hadley Arkes, author of "Mere Natural Law," concludes his conversation with Eric by talking 
about his friendship with Supreme Court Justice Anton Scalia.

Friday, June 9, 2023 
Hour 1

Hadley Arkes, author of "Mere Natural Law," reveals his journey through Christianity and how 
the light bulb went on over key pro-life questions.

Hour 2

Hadley Arkes, author of many books including "Mere Natural Law," continues examining life 
issues, and dissects the Dobbs decision in light of Roe v. Wade.



Thursday, June 8, 2023 
Hour 1

Ken Fish is in the studio to share "signs and wonders" pointing to God's hand in people's lives 
with his brand-new book, "On the Road with the Holy Spirit."

Hour 2

Ken Fish continues discussing "On the Road with the Holy Spirit" and announces an October 
event; and get ready for this week's installment of "Ask Metaxas"!

Wednesday, June 7, 2023
Hour 1

Bishop E.W. Jackson stops by the studio to discuss his powerful new book, "Sweet Land of
Liberty: Reflections of a Patriot Descended from Slaves."

Hour 2

Bishop E.W. Jackson continues his discussion of "Sweet Land of Liberty," and reveals what 
forces and ideas within the Democrat Party caused him to leave it.

Tuesday, June 6, 2023
Hour 1

John Zmirak unravels a couple new articles, including "Mock the Woke Cult of Antichrist" at 
Stream.org and discusses how the permeation of gay culture is helping to destroy society's 
protection of children.

Hour 2

Floyd Brown of The Western Journal comes out swinging with his new book, "Counterpunch: An 
Unlikely Alliance of Americans Fighting Back for Faith and Freedom." (Encore Presentation)

Monday, June 5, 2023
Hour 1

Lucas Miles shares his newest book, "Woke Jesus: The False Messiah Destroying Christianity," 
which pulls no punches as it dismantles the fallacy of progressive Christianity.

Hour 2



Eduardo Verastegui and Tim Ballard discuss their powerful new film about the trafficking of 
children, "The Sound of Freedom," when they sit down with Eric at the NRB in Orlando.

Friday, June 2, 2023 
Hour 1

Rabbi Kirt Schneider returns to the TBN studio to discuss an important new initiative starting in 
the months of June and July -- find out more at TakingTheRainbowBack.com.

Hour 2

Erwin Lutzer expands on ideas found in his book, "No Reason to Hide: Standing for Christ in a 
Collapsing Culture," when he visits with Eric at the NRB convention in Orlando.

Thursday, June 1, 2023 
Hour 1

Naomi Wolf of DailyClout.IO returns to expand on what we now know of the "joke vaccine" 
pushed to combat Covid -- and what are Naomi's thoughts as she reads through the Geneva 
Bible?

Hour 2

Naomi Wolf continues sharing her thoughts on the Geneva Bible; Steve Strang talks about the 
Baptism of the Holy Spirit; Tim Eaton of NutraMedix.com/Eric has important vitamin news.

Wednesday, May 31, 2023
Hour 1

John Zmirak joins the show from Stream.org to talk about the possible fundamental split on the 
Right with the competing presidential campaigns of Donald Trump and Ron DeSantis -- what 
will be the fallout?

Hour 2

John Zmirak explains the true significance of Memorial Day; then, Alveda King, civil rights' icon 
and niece of the Rev. Martin Luther King, meets up with Eric at the NRB and discusses her 
powerful pro-life initiatives.

Tuesday, May 30, 2023
Hour 1



Kevin McCullough, a.k.a. Votestradamus, talks about two big issues of the day: the debt-ceiling 
resolution and the Trump vs. DeSantis presidential campaign brawl.

Hour 2

Joel Rosenberg from Israel takes a serious look at our open southern border and talks about his 
new book, "The Libyan Diversion" -- is fiction becoming fact?

Monday, May 30, 2023
Hour 1

Margarita Mooney Clayton addresses the uplifting nature of art and its effect on the human spirit 
with her book, "The Wounds of Beauty: Seven Dialogues on Art and Education."

Hour 2

Margarita Mooney Clayton continues her examination of how beauty shaped Christian 
civilization with her book, "The Wounds of Beauty: Seven Dialogues on Art and Education."

Friday, May 26, 2023 
Hour 1

Canon J. John and his wife Killy are in the studio to talk about many amazing and encouraging 
people throughout history who've made a real difference in the world, sharing stories from J. 
John's book, "Heroes of the Faith."

Hour 2

Canon J. John and his wife Killy continue discussing more amazing and encouraging people 
throughout history who've made a real difference in the world, sharing stories from J. John's 
book, "Heroes of the Faith."

Thursday, May 25, 2023
Hour 1

Dennis Prager sits down with Eric at the NRB to discuss a very important matter: the issue of 
doing good and doing bad, and how all that plays out in the overall scheme of society, culture, 
and politics.

Hour 2



Dennis Prager wraps up his discussion of good vs. bad behavior; then, comedian and cultural 
influencer JP Sears shares his involvement with an important new documentary, "The Real 
Anthony Fauci."

Wednesday, May 24, 2023
Hour 1

Pastor Jack Hibbs stops by the NRB to discuss everything he and his church are doing to alert 
other pastors and churches to wake up and begin influencing our culture and politics.

Hour 2

Virginia Prodan knows how bad life can become when a country gives in to evil -- Virginia 
shares her harrowing but ultimately redemptive story from her book, "Saving My Assassin." 
Tuesday, May 23, 2023
Hour 1

Jason Farley and Marcus Pittman, the creative geniuses behind LOOR.TV catch up with Eric at 
this year's National Religious Broadcasters convention, and they offer a great outlet for creative 
media people.

Hour 2

Abby Johnson, champion of the Pro-Life movement and subject of the film, "Unplanned," sits 
down with Eric at the NRB to discuss the good news of the overturning of Roe v. Wade -- and 
the path forward.

Monday, may 22, 2023
Hour 1

Senator Josh Hawley, one of the few true heroes in Washington, talks about his book, 
"Manhood: The Masculine Virtues America Needs," and replacing the FBI.

Hour 2

John Zmirak opens the week with his newest articles at Stream.org, including the important 
topic of replacing the FBI, a tool of the Deep State, with... nothing.

Friday, May 19, 2023 
Hour 1

Joshua Zeitz shows us the progress of President Abraham Lincoln's faith in his new book, 
"Lincoln's God" -- were Christian values at the heart of his decision to free the slaves?



Hour 2

Todd Chatman of CSI discusses freeing slaves in South Sudan and how you can partner in this 
effort. Please donate today at CSI-USA.org/Metaxas/ or call: 888-253-3522. (Encore 
Presentation)

Thursday, May 18, 2023
Hour 1

Mary Harrington joins the program from England and shows, from her book "Feminism Against
Progress," that women's liberation appears to be leading to "a stark... dystopian future."

Hour 2

Kevin McCullough of "That Kevin Show" has a few ideas of what should happen with the 
Durham Report and the actual conspiracy perpetrated to subvert the will of the American 
people.

Wednesday, May 17, 2023
Hour 1

Frank Gaffney does a deeper dive into the troubles facing America and the world with his book,
"The Indictment: Prosecuting the Chinese Communist Party & Friends for Crimes against
America, China, and the World."

Hour 2

Frank Gaffney expresses the urgent need for citizens of this country to finally wake up to what is 
happening to our freedoms and our way of life and to do whatever they can in their sphere of 
influence to save the nation.

Tuesday, May 16, 2023
Hour 1

Stephen Strang is in the studio to talk more about his new book, “Spirit-Led Living in an Upside-
Down World,” focusing on the news, culture, and prophecy -- and even dives into demonic 
oppression.

Hour 2



Frank Gaffney comments on the Durham Report and touches on ideas from “The Indictment: 
Prosecuting the Chinese Communist Party & Friends for Crimes against America, China, and 
the World.”

Monday, May 15, 2023
Hour 1

John Zmirak of Stream.org kicks off the week with thoughts on the wide-open southern border, 
and the decorated marine veteran who defended subway riders; plus, Trump vs CNN.

Hour 2

Hadley Arkes provides a valuable education in foundational ideas governing America with his 
new book, "Mere Natural Law: Originalism and the Anchoring Truths of the Constitution."

Friday, May 12, 2023
1

Stephen Strang, founder and CEO of Charisma Media, talks politics and prophecy with his latest 
book, "Spirit-Led Living in an Upside-Down World."

Hour 2

Tim Mahoney continues his filmmaking adventures with part two of "Patterns of Evidence:
Journey to Mount Sinai," a Fathom movie event coming next week

Thursday, May 11, 2023
Hour 1

Pastor Allen Jackson stops by the studio to discuss the responsibility of the American church 
when it comes to the downward spiral of politics and the culture.

Hour 2

Pastor Allen Jackson continues his discussion, sharing insight into a couple of candidates 
throwing their hats into the ring for the upcoming presidential election.

Wednesday, May 10, 2023
Hour 1



Joel Gilbert, filmmaker of “Michelle Obama 2024” at SalemNOW.com, is in the studio to focus 
on the next presidential election and suggests who will most probably be the candidate at the 
top of the Democratic ticket.

Hour 2

Randall Terry of Operation Rescue talks about the vision that began the organization and the 
new film, "DragonSlayers," that documents the success of the movement.

Tuesday, May 9, 2023
Hour 1

Dr. Simone Gold and John Strand continue their conversation of medical ethics based on 
Darwinism, and take yet another look at what really happened on Jan 6 and the involvement of 
federal agents.

Hour 2

Eric orchestrates a panel discussion with Dr. Simone Gold, John Strand, and Brandon Straka 
centered around the cancel culture, woke infiltration, and the chaos created by trans activism.

Monday, May 8, 2023
Hour 1

Naomi Wolf of DailyClout.io relates many important observations about the Coronation of King 
Charles III over the weekend -- what seemed "off" to Naomi and what's the significance?

Hour 2

John Zmirak of Stream.org is back and is as fiery as ever, sharing a few new articles, but begins 
with the invasion of 700,000 immigrants about to charge into our country in a few days.

Randall Terry talks about the history of Operation Rescue and his involvement in the pro-life 
groundswell that eventually led to the overturning of Roe v. Wade. (Encore Presentation)

Hour 2

Randall Terry focuses on his feature film, "Time Boys," that resulted from his desire to fulfill his 
sons' wishes to make a family-friendly movie in which they could star.

Thursday, April 27, 2023 
Hour 1



Michael Wilkerson concludes his commentary based on his book, "Why America Matters: The 
Case for a New Exceptionalism," covering much that is both good and bad about our nation.

Hour 2

Doug Giles has a new book that's perfect for the times in which we live: "John the Baptist: A 
Rude Awakening Precedes a Great Awakening"; plus, our weekly installment of Ask Metaxas!

Wednesday, April 26, 2023 
Hour 1

Michael Wilkerson, author of “Why America Matters,” zeroes in on important issues of the day, 
including the Russia-Ukraine war and the destructive downside of digital currency.

Hour 2

Michael Wilkerson, author of “Why America Matters,” continues his examination of current 
events, like the Russia-Ukraine war and the destructive downside of digital currency.

Tuesday, April 25, 2023
1

John Zmirak weighs in on the Tucker Carlson controversy, then addresses his Stream.org 
article, "David French Falsifies Civil Rights History at Easter to Shame Christians for Acting Like 
Citizens."

Hour 2

Steve Deace has undergone a lot of attacks, especially in the "spiritual realm," since he began 
promoting the film about the world of the demonic based on his book, "A Nefarious Plot."

Monday, April 24, 2023 
Hour 1

Dick Morris is in the studio to talk about the profound effect of Fox News suddenly firing Tucker 
Carlson -- what's the fallout?

Hour 2

Dick Morris continues discussing politics and how Biden may have committed acts of treason; 
plus the latest on the Trump campaign.



Friday, April 21, 2023 
Hour 1

Ken Fish and Mike Bickle present a special episode of "God Is Not A Theory" discussing the 
tumultuous situation in Israel and what the church can do about it.

Hour 2

Ken Fish and Mike Bickle continue their presentation of "God Is Not A Theory" discussing the 
tumultuous situation in Israel and what the church can do about it.

Thursday, April 20, 2023 
Hour 1

Victor Davis Hanson addresses many of the problems and challenges inundating America today 
and has a few ideas of how we can save the nation before it's too late.

Hour 2

Randall Terry of Operation Rescue talks about the vision that began the organization and the 
new film, "DragonSlayers," that documents the success of the movement

Wednesday, April 19, 2023

Hour 1

Legendary boxer George Foreman has a power-packed interview about his new film, "Big
George Foreman: The Miraculous Story of the Once and Future Heavyweight Champion of the 
World."

Hour 2

John Zmirak has several new articles posted at Stream.org, including "Why We Need to Talk 
About Satan" and "Is Your Progressive Neighbor Waiting to Ethnically Cleanse You and Your 
Family?"

Tuesday, April 18, 2023 
Hour 1

Kevin McCullough of "That Kevin Show" talks about the criminal aspects of what's being done to 
women and children, drawing on details from his article "Men Punching Women" at 
Townhall.com.



Hour 2

Victoria Jackson had one minute to explain why she thought a gay pride parade in her
Tennessee town was a bad idea and filled her allotted time at the town hall meeting with a feisty 
presentation.

Monday, April 17, 2023 
Hour 1

Larry Loftis has written the first major biography of Corrie ten Boom, a Dutch watchmaker who 
saved the lives of hundreds of Jews during WWII.

Hour 2

Larry Loftis continues his fascinating account of Corrie ten Boom and the great personal 
sacrifice she and her family made to save Jews during WWII.

Friday, April 15, 2023 
Hour 1

Michael Wilkerson is in the studio for an in-depth look into his brand-new book, "Why America 
Matters: The Case for a New Exceptionalism," which points towards an American renaissance.
(Encore Presentation)

2

Michael Wilkerson continues his interview exploring ideas from his new book which points the 
way to an American renaissance, "Why America Matters: The Case for a New Exceptionalism." 
(Encore Presentation)

Thursday, April 13, 2023 
Hour 1

Yeonmi Park, author of "In Order to Live" and "While Time Remains," concludes sharing her 
harrowing life story, including her dramatic escape from North Korea to another sad life in 
China.

Hour 2

John Zmirak of Stream.org reviews a number of Christian films, and specifically focuses on 
"Nefarious," opening this weekend, providing an intricate review -- is it a must-see or a don't-
bother?



Wednesday, April 12, 2023 
Hour 1

Yeonmi Park, author of "In Order to Live" and "While Time Remains," is in the studio to share 
her harrowing life story, including her dramatic escape from North Korea to another sad life in 
China.

Hour 2

Yeonmi Park continues sharing stories about her life surviving in North Korea and China and 
how she, her sister, and her mother all escaped, settling into an America undergoing 
transformation.

Tuesday, April 11, 2023 
Hour 1

General Mike Flynn is concerned we are headed into World War III and outlines the trouble 
being brewed by the Biden Administration to capsize this great nation.

Hour 2

Clifford Nichols discusses his new article at AmericanThinker.com, “Is 2024 Only a Mirage?” 
Can we stop the tyranny that has currently gripped the country?

Monday, April 10, 2023
Hour 1

Mike Thompson wraps up sharing his observations from his important new book, "Third Heaven 
Authority," which reveals how to pray from heaven's perspective.

Hour 2

James Spencer is in the studio to share tales of D.L. Moody, his biography, as well as the 
substantial impact down through the decades of the center that bears his name.

Friday, April 7, 2023 
Hour 1

Mike Thompson of Word of Life World Outreach has an important new book, "Third Heaven 
Authority," which reveals how to pray from heaven's perspective.



Hour 2

Mike Thompson continues sharing observations from his important new book, "Third Heaven 
Authority," which reveals how to pray from heaven's perspective.

Thursday, April 6, 2023 
Hour 1

Eugenia Constantinou is interviewed by Eric at a recent Socrates in the City event which 
featured her sensational book, "The Crucifixion of the King of Glory."

Hour 2

Eugenia Constantinou continues discussing "The Crucifixion of the King of Glory" with Eric at a 
recent Socrates in the City event held in New York City.

Wednesday, April 5, 2023 
Hour 1

Doug Giles has a new book released just in time for Holy Week and perfect for the times in 
which we live, "John the Baptist: A Rude Awakening Precedes a Great Awakening."

Hour 2

Mary Eberstadt follows up on her hard-hitting research surrounding the destructive nature of the 
sexual revolution with "Adam and Eve After the Pill, Revisited."

Tuesday, April 4, 2023
Hour 1

Dr. Rima Laibow continues her warning of the globalists' plan to destroy our nation by having 
Biden sign over America's sovereignty to the W.H.O. -- check out bill H.R.79 and 
PreventGenocide2030.org.

Hour 2

Doug Giles, author of the new book about John the Baptist, has been following the crazy, stop-
Trump tactics from the beginning and offers his perspective on these “times that try men’s
soul.”

Monday, April 3, 2023 
Hour 1



John Zmirak of Stream.org starts the week with his reaction to President Trump's indictment, 
plus has a few thoughts about Christianity Today and the direction the new editor is steering the 
publication.

Hour 2

Dr. Rima Laibow of PreventGenocide2030.org alerts us to the globalists' plan to destroy our 
nation by having Biden sign over America's sovereignty to the whims of the W.H.O.; check out 
bill H.R.79.


